
STOCK WEIGHT & THICKNESS 

WEIGHT – WHAT IS ‘GSM’?

GSM or g/m2 stands for ‘Grams per Square Metre’ and is used for measuring the weight of paper (or ‘stock’). 
The higher the GSM the more wood pulp is required to produce the stock. So one square metre of 350gsm 
board will use a lot more wood pulp than a square metre of 90gsm paper.

THICKNESS

GSM is a unit of measure for stock weight and does not directly relate to paper thickness. 

Since paper and board are graded by weight, stock with the same GSM produced from different paper 
manufacturers may differ slightly in thickness. Each manufacturer’s production will apply varying compression 
and bulking methods during their process resulting in stock of the same weight but slightly different density 
and thickness. 

GSM OF COMMONLY USED STOCK

 

UNCOATED VS COATED

Uncoated stock tends to be thicker than coated stock. So an uncoated stock will feel thicker than  
gloss coated stock.

STRENGTH & DURABILITY

The strength and durability of stock varies according to each individual kind of stock. In addition, application  
of  premium finishes such as matt celloglaze will add strength and substance to your print project allowing it to 
be more durable. Talk to your Account Manager to find the most suitable options for you.

PAPER & BOARD

Weight Common Usage

90gsm thin catalogue paper

115gsm thin brochure paper

130gsm standard brochure paper

170gsm premium brochure paper

Weight Common Usage

200gsm heavyweight brochure paper

250gsm cafe menus

300gsm standard business cards

350gsm light weight product cartons 



CORRUGATED BOARD IS A MATERIAL CONSISTING OF FLUTED PAPER  
BETWEEN TWO FLAT LINERS

Corrugated board adds extra rigidity and strength to your project, making it suitable for packaging,  
holding heavier items or adding additional protection for items that may be more delicate.

We grade corrugated board by their thickness in millimetres. 

The two most common corrugated 
boards that are requested by our 
clients are:

E-Flute (approximately 1.5mm) 

and 

B-Flute (approximately 3mm) 

which have fine fluting suitable for 
printed product cartons. 

At BPG, we also offer a variety of other substrates that can be printed in our wide format department.  
The grading of the weight and thicknesses vary with each individual product. Below are some examples:

CORRUGATED BOARD

OTHER MATERIAL

Common Materials Weight/Thickness
Self Adhesive Laminate 220gsm
Gloss Poster 225gsm
Banner Vinyl 275gsm
Outdoor Board 2.2mm

Common Materials Weight/Thickness
Acrylic 3mm
Aluminium Composite Panel 3.8mm
Ply Timber 6mm
Foam Board 10mm

Contact your Account Manager for advice and samples if you are 
undecided, or would like to compare and feel the differences! 

STILL UNSURE?

E-FLUTE

B-FLUTE

approximately 1.5mm

approximately 3mm


